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i% NOTES 
tion of more material may bring to light further details about the biology of this 
small but interesting species. 
The author is deeply indebted to Dr. N. Balakrishnan Nair, Reader in Oceano-
graphy, for his guidance. 
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ON A NEW RECORD OF METAPENAEUS STEBBINGI NOBILI, 
IN INDIAN WATERS 
THE geographical distribution of Metapenaeus stebbingi is limited. It is known 
to occur in the Red Sear and Suez (NobiU 1904 and 1906, Tattersall 1921 and Burken-
road 1934), Delagoa Bay of South Africa (Barnard 1950) and off Karachi in Pakis-
tan (Tirmizi 1962). 
Thirty-five males and sixty females o M. stebbingi, measuring 56-90 mm, and 
57-113 mm, respectively were collected from the inshore waters of Kutch (Gulf of 
Kutch) during July 1961-June 1962. It was found mixed with other commercial 
species of prawns in the catches of gunja (stake-net). This species is recorded for 
the first time from the Indian waters and thus extends the limits of its geographical 
distribution. 
Specimens in fresh condition are greyish and faintly speckled. They agree in 
general with the description of the species given by the earlier authors, except in 
Sie presence, in males, of an upturned spinous projection on either side of the stem 
of the petasma, a little above the joint with the pleopod (Fig. 1). 
Tirmizi (1962) claims to have noticed differences in the structure of the petasma 
and thelycum from that described by the earlier authors. But all the s&uctural 
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details noticed by Tirmizi (1962) are discernible in the figures given by Tattersall 
(1921). 
R G . 1. Petasma of Metapenaeus stebbingi Nobili. 1,2 & 3, lateral projection; 4, apical 
stylifonn process ; 5, lateral stylet;" 6, spinous projection. 
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ON THE OCCURRENCE OF THE CARIDEAN PRAWN THALAS-
SOCARIS LUCIDA (DANA) IN THE STOMACH OF NEOTHUNNUS 
MACROPTERUS (TEMMINCK AND SCHLEGEL) FROM THE 
ARABUN SEA 
ON 8th January 1962, while on a regular research cruise of R. V. VARUNA, one 
specimen of a yellowfin tuna Neothunnus macropterus was caught on the trolling 
Une from a medium-sized shoal sighted outside the continental shelf oflF Quilon. 
The specimen was a male measuring 68, cm. in total length. On examination of 
the stomach it was found to be gorged with small-sized shrimp along with a few 
other items such as 1 small Caranx sp., 6 squids and 3 semi-digested unidentifiable 
